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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 
According to Georgia Representative, Barry Loudermilk, (R), 
chairing the current Republican led J6 committee, the former 
Democrat run committee gave the White House some of the J6 
footage. Loudermilk has asked Biden to turn the evidence over to 
the Committee, which has legal jurisdiction, but the White House 
says they will do so only aer they have redacted the video.  1

A Super PAC, “Ron to the Rescue,” has pulled away from DeSantis 
and turned to Trump. Will Ronny drop out? Not likely!  2

How is Idalia shaping up? Is Florida’s tropical storm another 
Directed Energy Weapon attack, like the one on Maui? (Yeah, stay 
tuned) 

 949.31.3-White House withholding documents they do not own that are important to 1

House investigation into J6 - YouTube https-//www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7Ykgqmmkymo

 949.27.3-DeSantis Campaign Responds to Closure of Unaffiliated ‘Scam’ PAC _ The 2

Epoch Times https-//www.theepochtimes.com/us/desantis-campaign-responds-to-
closure-of-unaffiliated-scam-pac-5484471?
utm_source=News&src_src=News&utm_campaign=breaking-2023-09-01-2&src_cmp=b
reaking-2023-09-01-2&utm_medium=email&est=DK%2B2ZJIgZc9qT53Lhb0%2BFiIgW
7cvL%2B8MHM5fSiE3zFJtx%2Blb83oM9BYQ9J%2BXdg%3D%3D
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A New COVID strain just in time for Election 2024.  Update on 3

COVID Returns — will this latest Godzilla horror movie end like 
that last one? 
Operation Lone Star is in full swing. Texas is partnering with a few 
sister states concerned about the border problem, and teamed up to 
do something about it. 
And, of course, I’ve got to weigh in on the latest revelations 
concerning the Biden crime family. Turns out the National 
Archives have well over 5000 emails from Joe Biden to Hunter and 
others using a variety of pseudonyms to mask his identity. Some of 
these emails show Biden not only knew about Hunters influence 
peddling enterprise but that he was running the operation. 
e rising of the Beast! Evidence is mounting supporting the 
“conspiracy theory” that a massive effort is underway to impose a 
total control society on Americans.   4

Okay, my friends; it’s time for your Brain Massage®! 
[TRUTH] 
Representative Barry Loudermilk, R-GA, is Chairman of the 
current Republican led J6 committee. He learned that the White 
House was given some of the J6 footage—apparently in an effort to 
hide it from Republicans. Louderman, in his official capacity of the 
Congressional Committee that has legal jurisdiction over the J6 
investigation, and therefore a RIGHT to the evidence, has asked 
Biden to turn these videos over to the Committee. I know this will 
shock you, but the White House says they will do so only aer they 

 949.17.2-'Not on My Watch'_ Iowa Governor Says No New COVID Mandates _ The 3

Epoch Times  https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/not-on-my-watch-governor-says-no-
to-new-covid-mandates-5484257?
autoemail=jscheidbach%40me.com&utm_source=deployer&utm_medium=email&utm_
content=&utm_campaign=roundup&utm_term=

 949.30.1-You'll own nothing and be happy - Wikipedia  https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4

You%27ll_own_nothing_and_be_happy
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have redacted the videos.  Are you not just getting so tired of these 5

people? I think Sarah Palin is right — they want to provoke a Civil 
War, they want to maneuver the American people into a position 
where they feel there is no civil recourse to redress their grievances 
so they can incite an armed resistance. But that is a mistake!  
ey are conducting what’s called a “so coup.”  A major part of 6

this involves election interference, the stealing from the American 
people their RIGHT OF CONSENT. Look for my upcoming new 
book, ELECTIONS OR SELECTIONS: STEALING e People’s 
Right of Consent, where I clear away the smoke so you can see the 
smoking gun evidence, that it is the Demoncrats that are neck deep 
in Election interference, as if you needed any further proof than 
what your own eyes can see daily; and that, in fact, the RIGHT OF 
CONSENT is a biblical doctrine — that GOD HIMSELF 
established and Himself honors the RIGHT OF THE CONSENT 
OF THE GOVERNED. Because this right is endowed to us BY 
GOD, and not a privilege granted to us by government, we must 
RISE UP AND TAKE OUR ELECTIONS AWAY FROM 
GOVERNMENT CONTROL, and my plan for that will stun you — 
it’s not unlike the OPERATION LONE STAR plan where some 
states got together, circumvented the Federal government 
altogether, and stepped in to address the border crisis in Texas—
and they are getting it DONE!  
Make no mistake about this — the persecution of TRUMP is all 
about election interference and the protection of Biden’s “most 
extensive and inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of 

 949.31.3-White House withholding documents they do not own that are important to 5

House investigation into J6 - YouTube https-//www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7Ykgqmmkymo

 949.31.5-Wake up._ _ X.pdf https-//twitter.com/OffCyndisc/status/6

1696554002622648401?s=20
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American politics”  — of course he did not mean to say that on 7

national television, but he did! Most of the Deep State media 
claimed he was taken out of context; that’s nonsense. He was 
explaining why in the face of overwhelming evidence Trump had 
the popular support of the American people he expected to win. 
is was his explanation. USA Today was at least more honest 
about it, admitted Biden was not taken out of context, but 
explained that he “misspoke.”  Yeah! at’s an understatement. 8

Here it is. Keep in mind he is explaining why he had confidence he 
would win the 2020 election. 
[INSERT 23 seconds here—“Secondly, we are in a situation where 
we have put together, and you guys did it for our adminis…the. 
President Obama’s Administration, before this, we have put 
together I think the most extensive and inclusive voter fraud 
organization in the history of American politics.”] 
Of course he did not mean to reveal what we now know they did! 
It’s like some unwritten spiritual law — God will force the wicked 
to reveal themselves through their own filthy mouths!  
I’m coming to the end of my first segment, and I want to touch on 
something I intend to develop more later. Another feature of the 
so coup was explained to European Union Doctor Meryl Nass 
testified before a European conference in July of 2023 explaining 
the World Health Organization’s proposed Treaty is part of a “so 
coup” — an effort to bring the world under a totalitarian 
government without the use of arms. She showed how the 

 949.11.1-Biden says in video he has created 'voter fraud organization' _ Fox News 7

https-//www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-voter-fraud-organization-video-gaffe [This is 
not a “video gaff” it’s a Biden gaffe! What nonsense. And as “gaffes” go, when you 
listen to it, and especially if you view it, it is obvious he struggled to avoid saying what 
he said. How hard would it be to have added the word prevention after voter fraud? I 
think this was. clear case of Divine Intervention forcing the truth from this man’s wicked 
and deceitful heart.

 949.11.2-Fact check_ Joe Biden misspoke about campaign's voter protections 8

https-//www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/10/29/fact-check-joe-biden-
misspoke-campaigns-voter-protections/6061563002/
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perpetrators of this coup are using the “pandemic” to cower people 
into giving up their rights. Sarah Green has medical training and 
founded Central Coast Alternative erapeutics & Rejuvenation, 
her office is in Nipomo, you can go to ccatr.us to connect with her 
and get help to prevent or treat the planned upcoming NEW 
COVID attack. Sarah is a contributing author with me on my 
newest book, Let My People Breathe, Unmasking the Mask 
Controversy With Science & Scripture; she will be submitting an 
article to our blog explaining how the mask mandates serve no 
medical purpose at all, but that they are used test how far the 
American people will go toward giving up their personal rights and 
freedoms. e masks identify publicly who are the COMPLIANT, 
ready to surrender to TOTAL STATE CONTROL and who are the 
RESISTANCE — who will stand up to their bullying, intimidation, 
and LIES to defend their liberty. You wear a mask — you are either 
totally ignorant and ill informed — and those are just the sorts of 
people DEEP STATE TYRANTS need to crush our LIBERTIES. 
Take off that stupid mask. SCIENCE says they don’t work, and read 
chapter five of my book, you’ll learn that in fact they make it worse 
for you.  
It’s a three pronged attack: First, the of our right of consent 
through election interference; Second, bullying and intimidating 
ignorant people with lies to promote fear in order to make them 
compliant with mask mandates and using the COVID scare to 
manipulate people into accepting outrageous violations against 
election laws facilitating the the of the people’s right of consent — 
Trump has been back and forth with this, we were all taken aback 
at first; but as early as Feb. of 2020, he said the coronavirus was the 
Democrats new “hoax.”  Yesterday (August 31, 2023) he blasted the 9

“fearmongering” over new COVID strain, claiming “le wing 

 949.17.10-Trump says the coronavirus is Democrats' new 'hoax' https-//9

www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/trump-says-the-coronavirus-is-the-democrats-new-
hoax.html
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lunatics” were trying to bring back lockdowns and mask mandates 
to steal election 2024.  And the third prong, and it all works 10

together, this one is the effort to digitize your money.  Heritage 11

Foundation conservative think tank says this is a government 
“power grab.” Read this article! It will get you started toward 
realizing the infrastructure for the future “mark of the Beast” is 
being put in place right now and the time to resist this, the time to 
WRESTLE AGAINST THE POWERS is right now, while we have 
some little strength remaining, while we have some little voice 
remaining, while the SPIRIT OF CHRIST is still present to 
RESTRAIN the spirit of antichrist —  
Gotta close out the first segment — the prophesied one world 
government BEAST is attempting to rise from the multitude of 
waters, a biblical allusion to the masses — and this is world wide! 
e attack is three pronged. First, take away the people’s natural 
right of CONSENT — it happened in Venezuela, is a relatively 
recent example, Ukraine, where a Deep State coopted CIA 
conducted what are called “color revolutions” to overthrow 
governments and install puppet regimes loyal to the Globalists.   12 13

 at’s where they worked out the system to perfection and now 14

they are conducting a color revolution on the big prize: America. 
e ultimate objective is to enslave mankind, then condition them 

 949.27.7-Trump blasts 'fearmongering' over new COVID strain and claims 'left wing 10

lunatics' are trying to bring back lockdowns and mask mandates to steal the 2024 
election _ Daily Mail Online https-//www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12468051/Trump-
blasts-fearmongering-new-COVID-strain-claims-left-wing-lunatics-trying-bring-
lockdowns-mask-mandates-steal-2024-election.html

 949.8.1-The Scary Fed Idea To Turn Your Dollars Into a Digital Power Grab _ The 11

Heritage Foundation https-//www.heritage.org/markets-and-finance/commentary/the-
scary-fed-idea-turn-your-dollars-digital-power-grab

 949.6.0-GT Investigates_ US wages global color revolutions to topple govts for the 12

sake of American control - Global Times https-//www.globaltimes.cn/page/
202112/1240540.shtml

 https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt3fj60613

 949.6.01-Explaining the Color Revolutions https-//www.e-ir.info/pdf/197314
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to live like their zoo animals, under their total control, where they 
will control population size — the antichrist spirit hates 
humankind and wants to exterminate those they cannot enslave.  
A fourth prong is the depopulation agenda. Steal their right of 
consent, beat them down with fear into a superstitious, hysterical 
subservient class who do not think critically or independently but 
are conditioned to think communally, take control of their money 
through a digital currency they can totally control, establishing 
ubiquitous surveillance and control over your money so they 
decide what you can or cannot buy or sell — mark of the beast stuff 
— constrain your movements, herd you like their cattle, and begin 
culling out the undesirables, the non-compliant. Will you STAND 
AGAINST these “powers,” or will you grovel at their feet like slaves?  
e BIBLE calls us to STAND — and to WRESTLE AGAINST 
these powers. And friend, if you want to argue that powers refers to 
governments in Romans 13, then you’d better be consistent and 
admit the same exact word, powers means the same thing in 
Ephesians 6. ere is a time to submit to the ordained POWERS 
and there is a time to WRESTLE AGAINST the POWERS, and 
that’s when they are operating outside the DIVINELY PLACED 
limits of their ORDAINED AUTHORITY.  
at’s what they are doing right now, and NOW IS THE TIME TO 
RESIST, and the call does not come a day too soon! RESIST! 
Hold on through the break; I’ll be right back! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
Now we hear that “McCarthy’s guy,” whoever that is, is going to 
vote on whether to hide the J6 videos from the American people—
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that comes to us courtesy of Tom Fitton, of Judicial Watch, as he 
le a censorship court hearing on the release of all J6 video.  15

Remember, back in 2021, McCarthy stood boldly behind a COVID 
mask, the mark of the Deep State slave, and said “Trump ‘bears 
responsibility’ for the Capitol attack,”  but generously favored 16

“censure over impeachment.” You can trust him if you want to! If it 
makes you feel better. Keep the pressure on him! RELEASE ALL J6 
SECURITY VIDEO to the PEOPLE to whom that property 
BELONGS. We have a RIGHT to know the TRUTH about J6! 
I understand a Super PAC, “Ron to the Rescue,” has pulled away 
from DeSantis and turned to Trump. DeSantis claims his campaign 
never embraced the group and announced they are glad they pulled 
away.  His campaign spokesman claimed they out raised Trump in 17

the last quarter. at’s not likely! All the reports I’m seeing say 

 949.27.5-(7) Judicial Watch ⚖  on X_ _.@TomFitton_ COURT ALERT_ Congress Plans 15

to HIDE ALL JAN 6 VIDS! https___t.co_F4oD7o4Jpc_ _ X.pdf https-//twitter.com/
JudicialWatch/status/1696583493072167063?s=20

 949.278.6-GOP Leader McCarthy Says President Trump _Bears Responsibility_ for 16

Capitol Attack, Favors Censure Over Impeachment _ C-SPAN.org.pdf https-//www.c-
span.org/video/?c4937290/gop-leader-mccarthy-president-trump-bears-responsibility-
capitol-attack-favors-censure

 949.27.3-DeSantis Campaign Responds to Closure of Unaffiliated ‘Scam’ PAC _ The 17

Epoch Times https-//www.theepochtimes.com/us/desantis-campaign-responds-to-
closure-of-unaffiliated-scam-pac-5484471?
utm_source=News&src_src=News&utm_campaign=breaking-2023-09-01-2&src_cmp=b
reaking-2023-09-01-2&utm_medium=email&est=DK%2B2ZJIgZc9qT53Lhb0%2BFiIgW
7cvL%2B8MHM5fSiE3zFJtx%2Blb83oM9BYQ9J%2BXdg%3D%3D
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Trump’s political coin increases with every indictment.     18 19 20 21

Although liberal hack pub Politico reports that his latest indictment 
showed that trend ebbing downward.  It did not spike “as much” as 22

before. Look, he is adding tens of thousands of new donors with 
each of these — what is clear is that the undecided vote has decided 
and all that’s le for the demons are the 30% of die hard communist 
voters, who would really love an opportunity to vote for Mao, or XI, 
yeah, that’s who they want. Here is a picture of young Chinese 
singing “Father and Mother are Dear, but Dearer Still is Chairman 
Mao.”   23

at’s what California wants 
from the parents here — 
“Father and Mother are Dear, 
but Dearer Still is Effeminate-
Dictator Newsome”: as CA 
Atty. General files lawsuit 
against parent’s rights group 

 949.27.8-Trump's past indictments spurred the biggest fundraising days of his 18

campaign https-//www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/meetthepressblog/trumps-
indictments-spurred-biggest-fundraising-days-campaign-rcna97568

 949.27.9-Trump campaign says it has raised $7.1 million since Atlanta mug shot _ 19

CNN Politics.pdf https-//www.cnn.com/2023/08/26/politics/trump-mugshot-
fundraising-campaign/index.html

 949.27.10-Amid indictments, Trump's fundraising nearly doubled in second quarter _ 20

Reuters https-//www.reuters.com/world/us/amid-indictments-trumps-fundraising-
nearly-doubled-second-quarter-2023-07-05/

 949.27.11-Trump scores huge mug shot windfall https-//www.axios.com/2023/08/27/21

trump-campaign-fundraising-mug-shot

 949.27.12-Trump's indictments are having diminishing returns for his political 22

fundraising - POLITICO https-//www.politico.com/news/2023/08/01/trump-indictments-
political-fundraising-00109192

 949.31.6-'Father and Mother Are Dear, but Dearer Still Is Chairman Mao' _ The Epoch 23

Times https-//www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/father-and-mother-are-dear-but-dearer-
still-is-chairman-mao-5483605
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demanding schools inform them when their child initiates gender 
change identification at school.  No doubt under the influence of 24

some woke teacher’s or other school official’s encouragement. 
How is Idalia shaping up? Another Directed Energy Weapon attack, 
like the one on Maui? (Hehe!) Fact Checkers are out in force calling 
the emerging narrative that a DEW (Directed Energy Weapon) was 
used in Maui, just another conspiracy theory,  which, of course, is 25

the strongest evidence so far that it’s probably true! Like the 
conspiracy theory that says CLIMATE CHANGE is a GLOBAL 
EMERGENCY calling for DRASTIC MEASURES TO SAVE THE 
PLANET  — it’s a lot of Godzilla if you ask me! 26

But don’t be too quick to dismiss this. Over ten years ago, 2013, US 
scientists were experimenting with one trillion watt lasers that in 
studies could produce rain, and even thunder.  Well, today, they 27

have 2000 Trillion Watt lasers.  A short blast of two petawatts for a 28

trillioneth of a second — but you only need one trillion to make 
rain and thunder, so how about this 200 trillion watt job. ey are 

 949.33.1-California’s attorney general sues school district over policy requiring 24

parental notification when students change gender identification _ National _ 
wlfi.com.pdf https-//www.wlfi.com/news/national/california-s-attorney-general-sues-
school-district-over-policy-requiring-parental-notification-when-students-change/
article_8d397c4d-97d5-53c0-ba4a-bb670e666521.html#-~-text=(CNN)
%20%E2%80%94%20California's%20attorney%20general,listed%20on%20their%20
birth%20certificate.

 949.25.2-No, directed energy weapons didn't cause Maui fires _ Fact check https-//25

www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2023/08/16/no-directed-energy-weapons-
didnt-cause-maui-fires-hawaii-wildfire-conspiracy-fact-check/70602319007/

 949.25.1-Over 1,600 Scientists and Professionals Sign ‘No Climate Emergency’ 26

Declaration _ The Epoch Times https-//www.theepochtimes.com/science/over-1600-
scientists-sign-no-climate-emergency-declaration-5482554?
autoemail=jscheidbach%40me.com&utm_source=deployer&utm_medium=email&utm_
content=&utm_campaign=roundup&utm_term=

 949.25.4-Controlling the weather_ Is it possible_ - YouTube https-//27

www.youtube.com/watch?v=hm1_TfTgUag

 949.25.3-World’s Most Powerful Laser Is 2,000 Trillion Watts – But What’s It For_ _ 28

IFLScience https-//www.iflscience.com/world-s-most-powerful-laser-2000-trillion-
watts-what-s-it-30032
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doing this! Shooting short burst intensive lasers into the 
atmosphere, creating condensation, then following this with a 
lower intensity longer duration burst that scatters the condensation, 
creating rain.  ink about this! 29

We have 1,600 scientists signing off on a document that declares 
“No climate emergency” — asserting the whole thing is a hoax.  30

Which tells us science has been coopted by wicked people who 
want to advance a political agenda with fake science. Further 
evidence of this is seen with the mask hoax — everybody knows, 
CDC knows, WHO knows, Fauci, well, at least he used to know, 
until he got marching order from his China handlers, that’s an 
informed opinion, by the way; but he did tell a government official 
masks wont protect you from viral infection, the virus is too small 
and passes through the material, and when he flip-flopped and was 
challenged to explain, he said he follows the science, but when 
asked what science can he point to showing a 100 years of western 
scientific consensus regarding masks was proven false, you only get 
a bunch of rambling, with an empty stare from those liar’s eyes—
watch him! He never pointed us to any scientific study proving 
masks were effective to protect from contagion of transmission of 
viral infection. LIES! Climate change LIES — perverting science 
into a political tool — so what will these sorts of political activist 
liars do with real science? You think they would not use real 
“climate change” science — 200 trillion watt lasers to manipulate 
weather phenomena to create some handy-dandy useful disasters 
— you know, the kind you never want to waste? 

 949.25.5-Making rain with lasers – Physics World https-//physicsworld.com/a/29

making-rain-with-lasers/#-~-
text=Firing%20extremely%20powerful%20laser%20pulses,practical%20means%20of
%20triggering%20rainfall.

 949.25.1-Over 1,600 Scientists and Professionals Sign ‘No Climate Emergency’ 30

Declaration _ The Epoch Times https-//www.theepochtimes.com/science/over-1600-
scientists-sign-no-climate-emergency-declaration-5482554?
autoemail=jscheidbach%40me.com&utm_source=deployer&utm_medium=email&utm_
content=&utm_campaign=roundup&utm_term=
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Combining lying scientists who will use fake science to manipulate 
and control people with seriously dangerous scientific advances is a 
formula for some serious trouble! 
Morality MATTERS, Character COUNTS, Honesty is STILL THE 
BEST POLICY — we need a revival to TRUTH, JUSTICE, we need 
a revival of the old fashioned AMERICAN WAY — we need to get 
rid of these communists and bring back real PATRIOTS — we need 
TRUMP! 
So much to talk about, so little time. I’ll have to close. 
Lord willing, I’ll pick up from here Saturday night. I want to talk 
about Election 2024 and the New COVID strain just in time for 
Election.  I want to update you on the RETURN of COVID and 31

listen, reach out to our beloved physician, Sarah Green, go to 
ccatr.us and arrange to meet with her about what you can do to 
protect yourself and your family from the RETURN OF COVID. 
Will this latest Godzilla horror movie end like that last one? 
Hmmm. e COVID began in Wuhan, and in e Return of 
Godzilla, or was that Godzilla and Kong? anyway, Godzilla dies in 
Shanghai? Interesting! Gu-si-lah — practicing my Chinese; yeah, 
that’s Chinese for Godzilla. 
And I want to talk about Operation Lone Star in full swing in 
Texas; sister states coming in to team up with Texas and do 
something about the border. And we are not surprised to find out, 
like anything else, get the Feds out of the way and what needs to be 
done gets done! Just like Reagan used to say, government doesn’t 
solve the problem, government is the problem! Get the bloated 
anti-people government out of the way and let the people take care 
of it. 

 949.17.2-'Not on My Watch'_ Iowa Governor Says No New COVID Mandates _ The 31

Epoch Times  https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/not-on-my-watch-governor-says-no-
to-new-covid-mandates-5484257?
autoemail=jscheidbach%40me.com&utm_source=deployer&utm_medium=email&utm_
content=&utm_campaign=roundup&utm_term=
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And, of course, I’ve got to weigh in on the latest revelations 
concerning the Biden crime family. Turns out the National 
Archives have well over 5000 emails from Joe Biden to Hunter and 
others using a pseudonym, yeah, a fake name, to family members 
talking bout Hunter’s influence peddling enterprise. If there is a 
RICCO case to be pursued by a JUSTICE department, it’s not 
Trump and the rest of us who opposed the phony 2020 election. 
It’s Biden’s conspiracy with crime family members to sell influence 
to foreign states for personal gain. Not an honest effort to raise 
questions about a stolen election — you know, like the Democrats 
did back in 2000 and almost every time Republicans won. Here is a 
list of 150 times Democrats denied election results when 
Republicans won.  32

And I’ve got some more to say about the rising of the Beast! 
Evidence is mounting that supports the “conspiracy theory” that a 
massive effort is underway to impose a total control society — a 
trust no one culture — a digital currency with an implanted chip 
allowing government to track your every move and control access 
to your own money. At least part of Schwab’s prophecy will come 
true; you will own nothing; but the other part is highly 
questionable. I don’t think “you will be happy.”  33

I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 

 949.27.0-Over 150 Examples Of Democrats Denying Election Results _ GOP https-//32

gop.com/research/over-150-examples-of-democrats-denying-election-results-rsr/

 949.30.1-You'll own nothing and be happy - Wikipedia  https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/33

You%27ll_own_nothing_and_be_happy
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God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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